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PREFACE

This is an account of an unusual conference on the
present .state of secondary school science education. Held
at Phillips Exeter Academy in Exeter, N.H., June 15-22,
1980, the conference brought together thirty-eight care-
fully selected science teachers from public, parochial, and I

independent sobools from all over the country and ten
specialist consultants.of high p'rofessional standing, all of
whom recognized that the state of science education in
schools today is a matter of serious national concern.

(----)
*it issue was the efficacy of Ainerican secondary'sckool

science programs in the preparation of citizens adequately
prepared to face the demands of contemporary society. At
the end of the week's intensive discussions, their conclu-
sion; were practically unanimous, simple; and susceptible
to immediate implementation. Such consensus am rig
forty-eight teachers and scholars on a national issue eves
us the courage to address this report to the widest possible
audietice as a callan exhortationto further action and
implementation

Science Department
Phillips Exeter Academy
Exeter, N H 03833

'

)

Richard S Aaronian
Richard F Brinckerhoff,

Chairman
C Arthur Compton
Andrew A Polychrbnis
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SUMMARY

Thirty -eight secondary- school science teachers from all
over the United States convened at Phillips Exeter
Academy in June, 1980, to discuss with ten specialists
what the considered to bea crisis in science education
Since National Science Foundation7upported cur-
riculum /culum reforms in the 1960's, almost no change has aken
place in the content or teaching methods in school s ence
courses despite the immense technical and social changes
in the nation since that time Typical hit-school courses

-were considered to be woefully inadequate in addressing
those many current problems which require scientific
knowledge for their understandinge.g energy, pollu-
tion, population resourtes, genetic engineeringand in

providing students In& tl-j,e background knowledge and
problem-solving skillsfre-y will need in their lives. It was
noted that other countries are several years ahead of us in
perceiving and 5eacting to what is, for them, a comparable
gap «

,

The conferees were unanimous in their conviction that
no other high school discipline but science was appropri-
ate or likely to address the societal and ethical conse-
quences of modern science and technology ,

In thg 19150's the method used by the N S F to update
and upgrade science curricula was to support the creation
of entirely new courses and to support a nationwide series
of teacher training institutes It wat an effort' which, while
veryteffective, was also very, expensive and of limited
duration in time The present need to update science cur-
ricula in a constantly changing society And an inflated and
hard-pressed economy seems to require a method that can
be sustained over an indefinitely long perrl of time

The conferees agreed that completely' new courses
should not be created, but rather there should be an ap-
proximately 10% infusion of material of societal and ethi-

r,



THE EXETER CONFERENCE

cal characir into the present courses Efforts shouldNe
undertaken at once to begin writing such material in such
a form as to permit teachers a wide range of inexpensive
choices of what to fit in and where to fit it By and large the
material would replace rather than be added to present
matenal in courses already crowded

The conferees also agreed unanimously that the most
appropnate institutional response is the formation of a
national network of permanent Science Resource Centers,
each one responsive to local control mid local teaching
needs, yet linked by computer to the others Charged with m
the tasks of creating and distributing teaching materials
addressed to societal issues (onginating° either locally or
nationally) that require scientific knowledge for their un-
derstanding, and ,charged with the manufactuie and dis-
tribution of low-cost apparatus on a large scale to local
school systems, and with- the task of providing 'teacher
support services of many kinds, a system of Science Re-

source Centers has the capacity to continuously upgrade
present_ conventional courses and to "recharge" theOntire
present science teacher community

Problems untouched concern the direction and staffing
of the centers, which solinehow must be balanced between
national and local con of for greatest 'effectiveness, and
likewise the matter of bnancing

The urgency of launching at once into a carefully
planned program, national in scope and\addressed to the
effects bf science and technology upion\I Americanand
worldsociety, cannot-be overemphAizO

The Background.

The Exeter Conference was conceive
ago, partly as an effort to mark the Aca
day but mostly because of our per ceptf

1

most two years
y's 200th birth-
f the changing



ON SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE EDUCATION,

._circumstances in which we tincl ourselves teaching sci-
ence. There have been no major changes in the teacHing.of
secondary school science since the curricular reforms of
the 1960's, and conseqUently, we are still living on the
proceeds of-those reforms

.
,

. But circumstances have changed dramatically since
those early post-Sputnik days. Problems thardid not exist
then have become iiressing today, and old problem,,s have
changed their complexioff entirely. Nuclear power and its
social implications, declining student interest in science,
pollutiAn of the environment, the energy crisis, declining
student achievemenrSaires, even the relevance of the ra-
tional approach to problems are all perceived in new ways
since the last science curriculum reforms took place. But
more important, the public's attitude toward science has
shifted signifipantly during the past few decades, we have
moved from an era °if public confidence to one of suspi-
cion, even 'antagonism

I"
' Change in society's perception of science are cause for
serious national concern, urgent not only because of the
scale of the problems but also because of thsrfac that
school science enrollments, already law, are in gtea y de-
cline As Paul DeHart Hurd put it in his opening a dress
to the conference: /

About 1970 a series of social and economic events;,
--occurred in the United States which Kenneth Bould- '

ing, recent president of the American Association for e

the Advancement of Science, has summarized as a
"cultural mutatio '*-Young people sought a new
meaning to lif by exploring a wide ,range of
pseudo4ciences and consulting mystics New family
life styles emerged Those of you who teach in high
schools can expect that one, out of every eight stu-
dents in your classes this fall comes from a single-
parent home Young people also marebed and fought
for the betterment of the national environmenta
movement that has broadened into an awareness
about the quality of We The young adolescent and

..
..

41,
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THE EXETER dorIFERENCE.

tHose over 65 years of age emerged .as nonpersons
without social or economic norms It took an energy
crisis to make all of us aware thdrthe problems of life
and living today are world problems. HUman survi-
val incltdes new elements of nsk these and.a.thou-
sand other chnigessin human existence give meaning
to Boulding's notion of a ."cultural mutation "1

Boulding's "culturat mutation" applies to the-changing
attitudes of:the young whom we teach. It also applies to
the immense change ),n the cultural context of the science
we teach them. Yeir after 'ear science has become pfb- e

gressively less isolatedjrom society ugtil today we speak
easily of th4 being the atomic age the computer age, the
space age, and ,even the petrochemical age. And to the
degreti that science becomes less and less isolated from
society it is less and less value-free. Although J. J. Thom-
son's discovery of the electron was relatively independent
of ethical values, it led u'timately to today's)microcompu.
4er industry, whose consequences are assuredly not. Thus
science and more particularly technology undergo cultural '

mutations too and acquire societal ind ethical attributes.

Conversely, the persistent problems of American life
'today problems of health, depletion of natural resources,
population control,. ,nuclear politiferation, land use,
energyrequire a massive scientific input if solutions are
to be reached. r-/

. .
(fur traditional science courses, including the courses

developed during the 1960's; rarely address these matters.
At the time of their development.the "cultural mutation"
simply hadn't become so massively visible and threaten-
ing. Now that it has done so we,look in vain for a resp'onse.
from, the secondary school educational community. At the
college level, courses in the social and ethical aspects of
science are proliferating But the majority cif America's

' Paul DeHart Hurdi "Scjience Education for the 1980's New Perspec-
- twes "'An address delwered tco the ExeterConference, Jane 15, 1980
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youngsters are not destined to take, them, either because
they do not go on to college ot, in doing so, do not,elect i

1 .them. And at the higlischool level neither their science
courses nontheir social, studies courses typically give these
matters heed. If dne accepts the proposition that social
studies teachers do not consider themselves competent to
address problems that have such a high component of
technology then we must face the conclusion, that U-nless

As the science teacher addtesses the social and ethical aspects
of science no ane else wiii, and the majority of Americans
will continue to base judgments that shape the future on
intuition(, short-term self interest, t nd political exfilli
diency AL. ,

i . .

The problem this raises for tilt hi h school sc
teacher is massive, demanding, and u4gent

i,

Hence our conference.

I
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THE CONFERENCE
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It vias the conference planners' belief that thirty-five to
forty of the best. science teachers from all oveg the country

.1,

401td a niunber of simulating specialist consultants should
be able to prod one another intd defining the boundary. ut.,
conditions and pnorities beanng on this problem as well
as others that have emerged since the 1960=s

The Esther A. and Joseph Klingenstein Fund and the
. Edward E. Ford Foundation generously agreed to provide
funding I ''' ...

...

We began bytrying to locate those special schools or
teachers that had proven influential in the past and might
therefore be active after the conference in promoting its
-goals We consulted admissions officers of key colleges.
and universities around the nation, the tommittee struc-
tures of the College Board and Educational Testing Ser-
vice, the list of schools preeminent in pr.oducin National
Mant-Scholars, as well

invitations
individuals known to the com-

mittee members. Our nvitations to schools and teachers
thus identified -met with gratifying acceptance and re-

. suited in further nominations fo les to consider. In the end
there was no difficulty filling the forty places, a number
dictated by our desire to house all the conferees in one
dormitory so that maximum "after hours" exchange would

I

chirThte. ouraged.

It was fortuitous that even as plans were well under
'ay, one of tfte committee members (Comptorkwas in-

vited to attend a week-long seminar on "Science, Educa-
tion, and Society" hel in Malvern, England, under the
auspices of the International Council of Scientific Unions
with fiscal support from UNESCO There it became clear
that the Ac

Ma

concern was, indeed, a worldwide
concern Tpie f8e44146jern Seminar therefore provrded moral

4.suppbrt for our decision to on the societal conse
IF cluenc's of science at our The seminar also,
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provided some welce hints on techniques for involving
fifty conferees in useful and productive effort Unfortu-
nately the discussions in Malvern also suggested that the
United States is far behind much of the world in consider-
ing Ways to educate people about the societal implications
of science

Back fn Exeter the planning committee determined
quickly that it did not want to have the participants sit ind

. listen to a succession of "experts" the participants were
the experts The-consultants should serve as a resource to
encourage, to question, but.only occasionally to provide
answers. 3

It was decided to have a few consultants whose presence
throughout the week would provide continuity and to
have additional consultants come for a day or two, long
enough to provide special input on single topics of con-
cern, and then to share in the enSuing discussions

The full-time consultants weret Dr Paul De Hart Hurd,
Professor of EAucation, ententus, Stanford University, a
key figure in the curriculum developmentprograms of the
'50's and '60's, John Lewis, Senior Science Master at Mal-
vern College (a secondary school), Director of the Science

iand Society Project, England, and coordinator of the_Mal-
vern Seminar 4on "Science, Education, and-Society"; and
Dr Clifford Swartz, Professor of Physics, Stati? Univer-
sqx of New York, Stony Brook, Editor of The P4sics
Teacher, an author and experienced teacher at all levels
from elementary tl adult education

A full list of the teachers and the consultants and their
affiliationsoppears in Appendix A

When t1;4e conference began the teachers and week-long
resident consultants were divided into four autonomous
discussion groups, each group charged with the same,
task Summarize your views of the problems as y011 see
them in the national scene, and suggest workable pro-

7
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grams of action Each individual participant was encour-
aged also to produce a program of action for his own
school or department

The working day included lectures and panel discus-
sions before the entire group by the con tants and
round - tablet discussion w riting' sessions inath of,. the
four group meeting rooms. Visiting consultants (and to a
smaller extent out resident co%ultants) moved from group
to group contributing their experiise, challenging, and
question vg At the end of the week four group reports
and one pg?sonal report had been completed and printed.
Their substance is summarized in the'following sections

heThmensions of the Problem

We had met, all fifty of us, because of unanimous
agreement that there was a prtithlem to be. discussed. It is
one that threatens the welfare of the natio,n,and can only
grow worse if sio one does anything about it And' it was
clear from the start thaf the people relponsible for doing
something about it are the nation's high school teachers
As science teachers, then,,,the-conferees looked with some
alarm at the folkiwing phencrena. ,

A There is growing evid4now that the IT'riTee115.tates
is falling behind other nations in the areas of
science, technology, and science education

B There IS" a decline, to enrollment t ence
courses which is expected to result 1_ an inade-
quate supply of scientist nd engi4ers as well
as an inatiequatescienh . literacy'among the
voting populatton 2

C Lack of confidence in fffetific solutions is lead-
ing to an increased reliance upoi:Mysticism

D The disparity between, the scientifically literate
and the rest of the pulation is increasing

tour society ?

. 16
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. ON SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE EDUCATION°

E There is a decline, in real dollars, of financial
support for research and innovation and for
education in the sciences

°F The use of "hands-on" activities in science in-
struction is growing-ever more restricted by
budgetary and other constraints

G The time allotted to science in the lower grades
is diminishing

It was suggested that these developments might par-
tially stem from the fact that science' prograins in the
schools have paid inadequate attention to those special
aspects, of science that make if seem important to the
citizen. In short, the public may be telling us that whatwe are
offering in the name of science education na,Lreievant to
American society. today

The conferees agreed that what is required is an infu-
ston into existing programs of materials that place the
study of science into a societal.context The matenal must
give yoimg people opporturtities to expenence, with
guidance, the sifting and weighing of evidence derived
not only from the science laboratory but also from the
avenues of information that are routitiely available to the
public, suchas the media'and the local library Students
must be confronted with problems which, unlike those

4-raised in the usual science programs, dp not lend them-
selves to simplistic, uniquety "correct," answers Real so-
cial issues give rise to a variety of possible solutions, each
providing some benefit but only at some cost'

Every school science,programf.whatever the. special dis-

2 According to a National Science Foundation.Survey (Weiss, I R , Report
of the 1977 National Servey of Science, Mftfternatics, and Social Studies
Education N S F Report SE-78-72, Washington, DC , U S Goverment
Pnnting Office, 1978) only. one-third of the school districts in the,United
States require more than one year of science in gradeS-9-12 for gradua-
tion Three-fourths of American high school students take biology! usu-
ally in the tenth grade, ,a little less than one -third take chemistry, and
only one:sixth take physics

9 17
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cipline, already involves materials that relate to real
societal issues Hence infusion of these issues is possible
in any science program) but only at the experise of the
deletion of some topics from an already too-crowded syl-
labus The conferees suggested that inclusion of perhaps
1CJ% could be achieved by replaCmg present examples and
problems with new ones that raise significant social impli-
cations Even so small a shift in course content should
significantly increase student appreciation of what consti-
tutes a "real" .problem, how it might be analyzed, and
what constitutes an acceptable solution

As the week went on the dimenCons of She task for the
nation, the science teacher, and the student became in-
creasingly clear

For the nation the problem is that the schools are produc-
ing citizens whose science background is not idequatefor
making_the kinds of choices demanded of them by the
.newly emerging host of technology-laden soc4i problems
There w411 probably always be too few voters who can tell
sense from nonsense, the only public policy measure that
can increase their numbers is an improvement in the qual-
ity of educlicin

For the science teachers the problem is that however great
the good will, the technical traring, and the expenence,
they usually have lithited access to the essential informa-
tion on a useful, illustrative social issue in a form that is
usable in. p classroom setting And new issues are con-
stantly arising (e g chemical waste disposal) and old ones
'changing their dimensions Of necessity the teacher stickstte
to the permanent and unchanging on the grounds that in
at least one sense nothing is so new as Newton's Laws or
so old as the morning newspaper

For the students the problem is that while they are, at
best, being taught fundamental principles of science and
problem-solving skqls, their problems usually lack the
requirement that themake value Judgments and exercise
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chqices, nor does the scene of those problems extend to
societal issue Thus, in physics they may master New-
ton's Laws and learn to apply them Co problems in the
tiarXifing of highway curves, but will not go on to ap-
p elate the part those calculations play in improving
highway safety Nor will students probably extend their
knowledge of the chemistry of gasoline and its combus-
tion to the part automobile exhausts play in air pollution
and public health, and almost certainly notto a considera/
tion of the choices aad trade-offs that mat be made

/ legislating clean-air ordinances and mandatory automo-
bile exhaust pollution controls In short, students are not
being trained in the skills required rf they are to apply
kpowledge of science to societal issuesand these skills
require a great deal of training

A Response tcrthe Problem

Classroom teachers are not in a realistic position to find
and to organize all the resourcoi matenals required to carry
out the changes we suggest Nor isasy to see how'they
can find time to keep abreast of the developments in their
profession, such as new ways of adapting computer-
assisted instruction, new insights Into the way in which
their students learn science, new techniques for producing
low-cost apparatus in the face of tightening budgets,
availability of tapes, films, slides, and lecturers from local
industries or universities Gonventionally these matters
have been handled through professional meetings and
journals, but these avenues reach only a small and now
declining fraction of the profession

Therefore we propose a national network of Science 1....e
Reconrce Centers, patterned partially aftei the national
network of County Extension Offices, hat will undertake
projects; collect data, and distribute materials,to the teach-
ers of the region as needed The centers may prpvide

,--..short-term training programs, will serve as repositories of
information and data, and will provide servicesiaas re-
quested by schools, teackecs, or students We see irTdustry.

I 1
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0 , t.
and business as being an important part of both the opera-
non and the 5upport ofAhecenters Materials developed

Iwithin a local region to meet its own requirements will
become part pf the catalogue 'in the national center and

_made available by computer to any center elsewhere Thus
the resource centers will bring together all available local
and national resources to improve and maintain the qual-
ity of sciene education at all levels

Some of the characteristics of the centers might be as
follows

A They will be equipped to receive, store, process,
rand rapidly distnbute information in many
forms

B They will prepare materials for class use This
may be done by teachers in the field who submit
material to fhe center or by members of the cen-
ter's staff Materials might include

a) case studies which involve students in the
interpretation of data and in decision
making

up-to-date data
concern such as ec
population data
pnnted material on science, and society. in
the United States patterned after the
Bntish Science in Society Protect (Refer-
ence Science in Society Project, Malverfi
College, Malvern, Worcestershire, U K ,

John Lewis, Director Also mailable after,
January 1, 1981, frorri Heineman Educa-
tion Books, Exeter, N H 03833)

d) programs' and apparatus similaA to that
developed by the Natior-6I Science Foun-
dation and modified for local use by the
Fairfax County Science Materials Center
(Reference "Fairfax County Public
Schools, 5920 Summers Lane, Falls
Church, Va 22041, Douglas Lapp, Direc-
tor)

b)

c)

topics of continuing
omits, katistics, and
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C They will routinely distribute inexpensive Riers %

outlining data, developments, resourcei, bib-
liographies, and other information of current
interest

D They will provide instruction through work-
shops; evening or weekend courses, summer
programs, or thelise of visiting instructors from
the region' The centers should also serve ag
meeting grounds for the profession The Illinois
State Physics Project might serve as a model for
this aspect of the regional center's work

E They will serve as a clearing house to aidtteach-
ers who wish to share their technical expertise
through association with industry, universities,
local civic groups, etc Teachers need resources,
but they are themselves a resource that com-
munities can often utilize more effectively

F The staffs should consist of directors and assis-
tants as determined by the schools and the
needs of the region It is important that the as-
sistants be ?e4hers represerving rixous grade
levels and serving on a rotating basis

There are at least three existing systems v hich may
serve as useful models.'

I County Exterision Service The science center
network we propose is analogous to the county
extension service network which responds to
needs of the farm community

2 National medithool network In this network devel-
oped by the medical ,profession, extensive use is
made of closed circuit television, computer discs,
etc , to disseminate both technical- information
and techniques --

3 Hot line This network is the "M'edia Resource
Service" of the Scientists' Institute for Public In-
formation

..

t

Funding idr the Science ResoUrce Centers should be
shared among federal, Gtate,711c1 local agencies sin all

13
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/
will benefit from,the service of the centers Private and
corporate foundations:as wellps businesses and industrial
groups should also be involved to ensure funning that will
permit long-term commitments unaffected by the winds of
political change

The'Immediate Future

The students we teach in the 1980's will be effective and
voting citizens in the 1990's and after 2000 when many of
the crises we have alluded )6"will have already reached
their denouement Therefore there is need for all possible
haste But it will take time to carry out our recommenda-
tioQs, and in the meanwhile there are some things that can
be done at once

Teachers need only show an interest and a willingness to
raise societal issues occasionally to class for the first step of
our proposal to be reallied From time to time students
should be involved in discussions that lead to a diversity
of alternatives but not necessarily to a single "correct"
answer., Topics can focus on whatever the teacher finds
available and current use of farm land for hpusing or
highway, construction, chemical dumping, at egal issues
such as "sun rightsV where high rise congestion and solar
energy efforts ,conflict Local citizens might be brought
into class to join in the discussions, perhaps to provide
resource material's, Stich inclusiOn of parents-orlocal citi-
zens extends the educational process beyond the limited
range of the school classroom This important first step in
our proposal can be undertaken by any teacher interested`
ra nd willing to take it

School administrations are urged to support science
teachers who embark upon new programs within the-
framework of existing science projects Wevdo not seek a
new, untried syllabus but only an updated one that paral-

I
14
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lels programs already being flied with success in other
countries. Given the moral support of their adminis-
trators, teache should not require significant additional
resources beOnd those already available.

Professional science ,teacher associations can providevm-
portant re-sources of many kinds, iron" lists of available
.materials and speakers to actual training sessions at re-gitnal meetings. The annual meetings could provide the-forum for dissemination of ideas generatetkby the Exeter (
Conference as well as the opportunity for participant's ofthconference to meet with other interested teachers. Pro-fessional societies have the influence that Individual
teachers lack to enlitt industry and business and univer-
sity personnel in the changes we have proposed. Finally, it
is possible th regional sections of the professional soci-eties could se in the interim as prototypes of the re-
gional science res rre centers

Foundations ark the enviable position of making it
popible to prOvide working exams. The Exeter Confer-
vice itself serves to prove the point. But one group of forty
teachers, however visionary, could not define or study the
full range of needs and possibilities. The Exeter Confer-
ence has defined one critical nod and made'a few specific
recommendations which deserve further study. Already
participants in the Exeter Conference have developed
in rest in expanding our work through summer confer-

es to be held in the Midwest and on the West CoasC
urge foundations to consider funding this continuing

effoit.
.

Foundations might also consider the serious need for afew pioneeri g individuals to prepare materials for the tnew progra s.,These writers will need to be familiar with
classroom eaching and thus will probably be school
teachers on leave from their teaching duties.

Finally,rit is possible that foundations might support apilot "center " Minimally, such a center could consist of a

'15
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THE EXETER CONFERENCE

ifew teachers located close together and on part-time leave
who would collect matenalswmte units for classroom trial

use, and even go into the field to visit classes Optirhally,,
the pilot center could serve as a prototype for others to
copy as resources become available on a wider national
scale

41/4
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Conclusion'

The composition of the Exeter Conference, as we pro-
pose to call it, was uniksual in at least two respects:The
teachers were not only carefully selected for theirability
and experience but also they represented all kinds of sec-
ondary schools (public, private, i parochial: day, and
boarding), all three major sciences, Ando wide geographic
distribution. We can therefore hope our collective bias, if
any, represents the best of the professibn. Secondly., the
Exeter Conference was unusual in treating the ten consul-
tants, all scholars of national stature, es( fellow conferees.

As a result, our recommendations represent a cross sec-
tion of professional opinion flat may be unique in the
breadth of its origin.

I
As science teachers we cannot ignore the national need

for young people adequately prepared to enter the scien-
tific professions, but there are needs which transcend
those of the potential scientists in air schools, and the
unanimous conclusion was that the science programs in
general have failed to meet these broader needs..Conse-
quently, we ,have proposed several specific changes in
school science education along with detailed recommen-
dations or their implementation. We urge all who are
concerned with the status of science education to continue
the efforts initiated at the Exeterfonference and to sup-
port and implement the proposals outlined in this report.

R.F.B. and C.A.C.
August, 1980
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Appendix A

PARTICIPANTS.

B, C, P = Biology, Chemistry, itrd Physics.

Ms. Ouida Bailey
Dept. of Science (IS)
Lincoln-Sudbury Regional

High. School
Sudbury, Massachusetts

Ms' Delores Baker
Dept._of Science
Ward Melville High School
Setauket New York

Ms. Lynda Beck
Dept. of Science (C)
Phillips Exeter Academy
Exeter, ,New Hampshire

Ms Janet G" Benedict
Dept. of Science (B,C)
Nova High School
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Mr. Arthur Budington
Chairman, Dept, of Science

(B) .
Nichols School

-Buffalo, New York

Mr. Gilbert Burnett,
Chairman .

Dept of Science (P,C,B)
St: George's School
Newport, Rhode hand

Mr. Thomas E. Cone III
Chairman, Dept. of Biology
Phillips Academy
Andover, Massachusetts

- 2 6,
18

Mr. Donald Dom
Chairman, Dept. of Science

(P,C)
Byron Junior High School
Shaker Heights, Ohio

Dr Judith L Doyle,
Dept of Science
Newton North High School
Neviark, Ohio

Dr. Richard Dufbr
Dept .of Science (P)
Newton North High School
Newtonville, Massachusetts

Mr. Nicholas Evangelos
Dept. of Science (B)
The Brooks School
North Andover,

Massachusetts

Mr Mel Everly
Chairman, Dept. of Science

(B) *

New Trier East High School
Winnetka, Illinois

Mr. Clifford J Gillespie
Dept. of Science (C)
St. Paul'i School
ConcOrd, New Hampshire

Ms Margaret R. Henley
Area E Center for Ennched

Studies
Los Angeles, California

0
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Mr. Robert B. HOrton
Dept. of Science (C,P)
Evanston High School
Evanston, Illinois

Ms. Allenejohnson
Dept. of Science
Summit High Schobl
Summit, New lerse3'?

*Mr. Bruce Koloseike
Dept. of Science -(C,P)
Hanover High School
Hanover, New Hampshire

'Mr Anthony L. Komori'
Dtpt of Science (P)
Albany Academy
Albany, New York

Mrs .Dolores Z. Kubiak
Dept. of Science (C)
Taylor Alderdice High School
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania --

"Mr. Stephen B. Leslie
Dept. of Science (B)
St. George's School
Newport. Rhode Island

*Mrs. John D. Lewis
Dept, of Science (C)
Champlain Valley union

High School
Hinesburg, Vermont

*Dr. Doris Litman
Chairman, Dept. of Science

j13)

Taylor Alderdice High School
k Pittsburgh, Peprisflvania

Mr. Rodney F. Mansfield
° Asst. Supt., School

Administrator
Moelwaip Street
Memmack, New Hacrshi e

19

Mr. Qa
Chaff

(B,
Shaker H

d T. McNamara
an, Dept. of Science

ights Senior High
School

Shaker Heights, Ohio

Ms. Cail Moulds
Dept.gof Science (C)
Shorecrest Preparatory

School
St Petersburg, Florida

Mr. fames A. Musich
Chairman, Dept. of Science

New Trier West High School'
Northfield, Illinois

Mr. Kenneth Nelson
Dept. of Science (C)
Thomas Jefferson High

School
Denver,' Colorado

Mr. Donald O'Quinn
Chairman, Dept. of Science
Highland Park High School
Dallas, Texas

Mr. David Parfitt
Director of Science
Brookline Public Schools
Brooldine, Masachusetts

Mr. Robert Reeves
Chirrnan, Dept. of Science

(C)
Deerfield Academy
Deerfield, Misgachusetts

Mr. Raymond Reich
Dept.. of Science.
The Gunnery School
Washington, Connecticut
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Dr. James Spalding
Dept. of Science (P)
Lawrenieville School
Lawrenceville, New Jersey

Dr' Ronald Townsend
Director of Research &

Evaluation-
Evanston High School
Evanston, Illinois,

Mr Harold Van Schalk
Chairman, Dept. of Science

(P)
St. Mark's School
Dallas, Texas'

Mrs. Robed Voelkel
Chairman, bept. of Science

(C)
Polytechnic School
Pasadena, California

r. Sally Vonlliterbnnk
Chairman, Dept. of Science

(C)
St. Xavier High School
Cincinnati, Ohio

Ms. Marcella C. Wain
Dept. of Science (C) 4.

George Washington High
school

Denver, Colorado

Dr. iloyd Wilcox
Carer Center ( ,P)
Winston-Salem, North

Carol*

= Group Leader

CONSULTANTS
/-*

Paul DeHart Hurd, professor emeritus of education, Stanford
University One of jhe architects of the NSF-supported re-
forms of the 1960's whose interests today include the history
and reformulation of science education in the United States
and science ,curriculum reconstruction in the Peoples' Re-
public of China

Edward Kormondy, provost, University of Maine (Portlanc).
. professor of biology, textbook writer, and actively concerned

with ethical and societal issues arising from science.
Douglas Lapp, director of the Science, Materials. Center, Fairfax

County Schools, Va., and active in selAital national panels
and commissions.

John Lewis, senior science master, Malvern College (a secondary
school), England, and one of the designers of the English
science teaching reforms recently supported by the Nuffield
Foundation. Presently director of the Science and Society
Project

2 20
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Margaret Mac Vicar, associate professor of physical science and
professor of education, M I T , recently on Clark Kerr's Car-s
negie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education

Mary Budd Rowe, professor of education, University of Florida,
presently on leave at the National Science Foundation as
director of the Research in Science Education program She
has taught all the major sciences both in this country and
abroad and served as state consultant in science and mathe-
matics for Colorado Her specialty is how children learn
science

David Rose, professor of nuclear engineering, M I T , and coor-
dinator of the 1979 World Council of Churches conference on
"Faith, Science, and the Future" at M1 T

Jonathan Smith, professor of history of religion and early Chris-
tian literature and Dean of the College, University of
Chicago -

Clifford Swartz, professor of physics, State University of New
York, editor of the monthly journal The Physics Teacher, and
author of physics texts at all levels

Robert Tinker, Technical Education Research Center, Cam-
bridge, Mass , whose concern is the use of computers in
education
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a

Examples of societal ivues appropn to to this program include ..
Chemical additives to food, plan and soil

Mount St. Helensand. other recurre t natural phe-
nomena

Science of sports,

r

ilk
7f--

Genetic engineeringrecombinant DNA

Examples of technological chant. (--)

The industrial revolution
---,Elec4nic miniaturization

(
Air pollution, (sample outline below)

Alternative -energy sources

Chemical wastes: gas, liquid, and solid (For example,
polloOlon controls on automobiles, outline fol-

, lowing)

Simple conservation measureseffectiv ness and
costs

Pseudo-scienceBermu4A triangle, UFO's, astrology

Population (sample outline below)

30
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Appendix C
Three satnple outlines

AIR POLLUTION
a

This is an example of a topic to be used in chemistry It could
be used several tinies during the year accompanying the stud of
various sections of the present chemistry curriculum. Be use
data and information could be presented in problems and as
applications of fundamental principles, such an infusion need
not be artificial or forced

A. Learning skills to be developed would include
Chemical calculations
Library research
Laboratory procedures
Analysis and interpretation of data

B Societal concerns to be explored are the effects of
air pollution A

Economics
Health
Food supply
Energy utilization

C. Human rewurces al)ilabje in support of teach-
ing

Representatives frbn government agencies
involving health and agriculture

Local physicians
University personnel
Specialists from industry

D Examples of classroom activities to be developed
in the Science Resource Center

Presentation of current and historical mate-
rials on the types and causes of air pollu-
tants

Exposition or the relationships between
pollution-causing processes and con-
sumer goals

Films, film stnpA, TV discs, and transparen-
cies

Teacher derAnstrations and student exper-
iments
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AUTOMOBILE POLLUTION CONTROLS

If source matenal is available this topic is appropnate to
courses in chemistry, environmental science, biology, physical
science, mechanics, and industrial arts

A teaming skills to be developed would 'include
Chemical calculations
Library research
Laboratory procedures
Analysis and interpretation of Itsta

B Societal concerns to be explored are
Cost,of automobile pollution control

a) to industry and to the available sup-
ply of necessary raw materials

b) to the automobile owner in cost of
the car and cost per mile of opera-
tion

The effect upon health of the pollutants in
uncontrolled exhaust gases

An analysts of atr near a busy highway for
pollutants,

Examples 'of matenals to be developed in the
Science Resource Center

Diagram of engine and exhaust train of an
autom-Beile

Description of purpose and operation of
control -devices

List of state and federal emission control
standards /

Information/on known pollutants
The chemistry and physics of the pollution

control process
Standards for safe air

It of representatives from local industry,
ligovernment agencies, and universities
'who are able and willing to speak
Currynt literature, films, tapes, and trans-

parencies Y

.._
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POPULATION

If source material is available, societal issues such as the fol-
lowing May easily be integrated into existing science courses
When the student has achieved an understanding of sound bio-
logical principles, the societal issues will then be dealt with in a
way that enables the students to discover contrasting ideas and
values, and they can be pressed to make their own decisions

A Conventional biological concepts will include
human reproductive anatomy and physiology

The menstrual cycle
. Feedback mechanisms (hormones)

Fertilization, embyrology, and prenatal care
Birth
Birth control

B The population concepts will include
Lse of population stat4stics
The effects of age distribution on popula-

tion growth rates
Case studied dealing with overpopulation of

sotne developing countries .
Starvation and other nutritional effects
Environmental and climatological

influences
Cultural reproductive, traditions

Effects of overpopulation
Shortages of energy, foNd, shelter,

medical.care
Effects of overpopulation on the envi-

ronment

C Examples of materials to be developed in the
Science Resource Center

Specially' written study units
Current magazines and pamphlets
Materials from lobbying groups such as

"Right to Life" and "Zero Population
Groiloh" 8

Films, tapes of interviews, transparencies,
etc

Doctors, economists; nutritionists, 'eligious
leaders, industry representatives in the
local area who are knowledgeable, able
and willing to speak, and ideally have
contrasting views
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Appendix D

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary the group reports all agreed, or were consistent
with, two general recommendations which(we offer here as the
essence. of our conclusions

a) Societal issues must be raised as an integral part of
the present courses in chemistry, physics, bior
ogy, general. science, and earth science, not as
separate seurses. Conferees Were well aware that
if material is added to a course, alreadrcrowded,
that something mtist be dropped. ikn infusion of
perhaps 10% seemed appropriate and feasible,.
some of which could be achieved by using societal
topics in plate of present examples to illustrate
pnnaples being taught

b) A nationwide network of regional science re-.
source centers should be established on a perma-
nent basis to develop and distribute low-cost ap-
paratut aid constantly up-dated materials and to
provide fftrice and resources of all sorts to re-
gional science teachers
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